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this isn't the first time that a bollywood film has dealt with the issue of homosexuality. the year was 2004 and devdas had already swept the box office with its tale of two lovers. five years later, bombay tackled the subject again with its tale of a son coming out to his father, played by
shahrukh khan. the year was 2014, and paan singh tomar followed a year later, with irrfan khan's character, a runner who identifies as a homosexual. the unique dialogue-heavy role of paan singh tomar, the dacoit whose life turns around after he is shot, was perfect for irrfan khan's acting
skills. the actor was initially hesitant to accept the offer but then after getting a brief about the dacoit's life, irrfan khan knew this was the character he needed to play. dhulia would later say that irrfan khan believed that the film's success was due to his performance as paan singh tomar,
while dhulia believed that irrfan khan brought the character to life. the film revolves around the life of paan singh tomar, a dacoit, who leads a band of bandits and is captured while trying to hold up a train and is later freed by the british forces. irrfan khan, who learnt about the life of the
dacoit from watching a documentary, became the first actor to play the character of a dacoit in a bollywood film. irrfan khan said that he wanted to portray paan singh tomar as a human, who was also capable of taking orders, coming to terms with the british and serving as their right hand
in the ongoing war. irrfan khan also said that in his interactions with the british officers, he was able to study the human face of the british. during an interview, irrfan khan said that he did not find it easy to portray a dacoit in a film because it is not easy to portray the character. irrfan also
said that he did not take great care in training himself for the role.
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made on a small budget, paan singh tomar went through quite a journey to reach its audience. in a 2017 interview with film companion, while promoting hindi medium, khan also spoke of his journey as an actor at length. in it, he discussed how sometimes he does little preparation and waits
for the movie to direct, or nudge him a certain way. speaking in the same breath about the sports movie, irrfan said, while shooting paan singh tomar, i was getting hurt so many times you wouldnt believe it. and without any rhyme or reason. meanwhile, his family is in trouble. his mother

has been charged with dowry and caste discrimination. once paan singh's father-in-law, bharat singh tomar, learns about this he is angry and tries to kill his wife. a few days later, a man called devi tomar is kidnapped by the police and paan singh and his friends rescue him. the man reveals
that bharat singh tomar is the real kidnapper of devi tomar. paan singh, who is now a sergeant, leads a raid to catch bharat singh tomar and recovers the booty. he also learns that his father, vijay singh tomar, was killed by bharat singh tomar. paan singh tomar is charged with the murder of
bharat singh tomar. he is suspended from his job and sent to jail. the villagers support him. devi tomar, bharat singh's wife, and their two sons, bharat jr. and bajirao, who were kidnapped, come to his help. however, during the trial, they are killed by the police. paan singh kills the head of the

police and is charged with the murders of the four. he is put on the run. the villagers then burn down their houses and chase paan singh and his friends. he is caught by the police and finally arrested. 5ec8ef588b
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